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Got a human 
resources question? 
Who you gonna call?
Try KAP’s new human resources consultant, Janice Goldsborough. 

She’s available to help you, as a KAP member, with your HR concerns. 

She can answer questions on labour standards, overtime and holiday 

time for employees, how to calculate this time, performance 

management, discipline issues — and a whole lot more. 

The service is confidential — and it’s free with your KAP membership. 

Call Janice at 204-471-6530 

Or email Janice.Goldsborough@kap.mb.ca

Safety made simple  
with free consultation
Do you want to make sure your farm complies 
with the Manitoba Workplace Safety and Health 
Act? Do you want to protect yourself, your family 
and your employees? 

Arrange for a confidential safety consultation 
with KAP’s safety consultant, Morag Marjerison. 
It’s free with your KAP membership.

And in the event you’ve had a government 
inspection and problems have been flagged, she 
can also help you come into compliance.

To arrange for a consultation,  
call the KAP office at 204-697-1140, 
or email kap@kap.mb.ca
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B
rothers Kevin, Jeff and Donald Stott, 
who farm together near Niverville, had 
a unique take on a wet harvest back a 
few years ago — one that reflects their 
approach to farming and to life.

“So there we were, digging under our combine 
that was up to the frame in mud, trying to get to the 
hydraulic line that had bust,” says Kevin, 57. “We all 
got a turn on the shovel, and we all got a turn to poke 
fun at the guy digging like a gopher. It was easy to 
laugh at the ridiculousness of the situation, and it 
was a great group to be digging and laughing with!”  

All three brothers maintain that when you’re part 
of a good team, it’s easy not to get caught up in being 
too serious. 

“It helps bring the fun of what we’re doing to the 
top,” says Donald, 51, the youngest of the Stott 
brothers. “You don’t often hear a farmer telling you 
that tough times can be fun times, but often they 
are.  

“But farming can be difficult and dangerous on 
mind and body if you’re not careful,” says Kevin, 57, 
the oldest of the brothers. 

He still sports the scars on his hand and foot from 
an “argument” with an auger years ago.

Like they were taught by their father, Jack Stott, 
the sons take a philosophical view to farming.  » 
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All in the  
Family
Niverville brothers 
have a special 
approach to farming, 
life and each other

A sense of humour is 
important to the Stotts. All 
three brothers maintain 
that when you’re part of a 
good team, it’s easy not to 
get caught up in being too 
serious. From left to right: 
Jeff, Kevin, Donald’s son Ira, 
and Donald.
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“God and Mother Nature ultimately decide 
what happens on the farm, and once you’ve 
done your best, worrying about it is a big 
waste of time,” says Kevin. “Too much rain, 
not enough rain, too hot, too cold — how are 
you going to fix those things? Just keep things 
in good shape, and do the best with what you 
have, that’s all you can do. 

“I do worry about some things though.  
About family, and friends, and the troubles 
they face. Finding peace with each other — 
these are the things that weigh on my mind.”

To the Stotts, trying to be at peace with 
themselves and others, goes back a long way.  
Their grandfather, David Stott, homesteaded 
the river lot that has grown into a 3,500-acre 
farm through four generations, over the last 
100 years.

Jeff, 55, says his grandfather struggled for a 
week with machinery that no longer exists, in 
order to harvest just 40 acres. He then stood 
proudly for a picture he sent back to his fam-
ily in England, and wrote of this tremendous 
accomplishment, ending the letter with 
“This is the life!!”

This farming passion has continued to run 
through the family, with Kevin’s son Josh, 27, 
and Donald’s son Ira, 22, having found a place 
in the group, and in the field.

This farming business has never been just 
about the money, say the Stotts.  

“Sure you need money to do business, but 
farming, and our farm is more than just busi-

ness. Around 1980, our father received a very 
tempting offer to sell the farm to a European 
group that was buying up local farm land,” 
says Jeff. “He called the family together and 
told them about this previously undreamed-
of fortune that was within our grasp.”

“But he also reminded us that passion is 
priceless,” adds Donald. “The easy road 
would have been to take the money, but we 
didn’t want to miss all the fun.”

This started out with a small mixed farm — 
a few cows, some chickens and a couple of 
pigs.

“All the animals had names, so you get an 
idea of how small it was,” explains Kevin. “As 
we grew older, we realized that if we were 
going to make a living on the farm, things 
would have to change.”  

In 1981, the Stotts moved into the livestock 
business in a larger way, and today have a 
farrow-to-finish swine operation, some cus-
tom-grow feeder barns, and a broiler farm to 
complement their growing land base, which 
produces corn, soybeans, canola, and cereal 
crops.

The livestock business in the early 80s also 
opened another door for the brothers. The 
hog business was booming at the time, and 
there was a lot of opportunity for people who 
were willing to work hard. To their daily 
chores of taking care of the animals, and 
cropping the land, they added a hog equip-
ment installation business.  

The one drawback to this new enterprise 
was having to spend so much time away from 
home, fulfilling contracts all across Manitoba.  

When the construction of new hog barns 
eventually slowed to a trickle, a new business 
opportunity presented itself. A partnership 
was created between the Stotts and their close 
neighbours, the Crystal Springs Hutterite 
Colony, assembling and shipping hog equip-
ment to every corner of the world. 

Kevin believes this opportunity to work 
very close to home helped secure the future of 
the family farm, but also allowed the brothers 
to be proactive in their community involve-
ment. He is in his 12th year as a town coun-
cilor in Niverville, and is also on the board of 
directors for KAP.

“I believe that KAP has a positive influence 
in the industry, bringing issues to the political 
arena, and giving farmers a strong voice when 
dealing with important concerns or educating 
consumers,” says Kevin. “Groups like KAP are 
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The Stotts have a partnership 
with their close neighbours, 
the Crystal Springs Hutterite 

Colony, assembling and  
shipping hog equipment to 

every corner of the world.
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a necessity to ensure the viability of every farm, regardless of 
its size.” 

The Stotts’ passion for community involvement also takes 
them to the local curling club, where they are active members 
and love the game. As well, they spend time coaching local 
school sports, help run the Niverville Olde Tyme Country Fair, 
and help with the annual Remembrance Day Service. 

“Our grandfather returned to England to help defend Britain 
in the First World War because he thought he was needed 
there,” says Kevin. “And our father flew missions in the 
Pacific in the Second World War. Their overseas experiences 
left them profoundly convinced that freedom should never be 
taken for granted. Dad never let us forget what a wonderful, 
privileged life we have, and that it was worth protecting. 

“We live in a very successful community, and have tried to 
learn from our peers and neighbours. They are hard-working, 
helpful, successful, and very community-minded. We strive to 
mirror their attributes.” 

Another brother, Michael, 53, retired from the farm a couple 
of years ago.

“He was a model farmer — calm, controlled, rarely got his 
feathers ruffled, and a very hard worker,” says Donald. “With-
out his help, we would be nowhere near where we are today. 
Even when he’s not here, we still learn from his example.”

“We hope that if John and Ira choose farming as a way of life 
they are lucky enough to enjoy the trusted camaraderie that 
we brothers have enjoyed for over 40 years,” adds Kevin. “We 
hope they’re successful enough to be happy, satisfied with 
their achievements, and become productive members of their 
community. 

“We have been given the one thing that everyone needs in 
their life — a chance! Our grandfather to our father, our father 
to us, and now we are offering the next generation the chance 
to forge their history.”

“This article would only be half a story if it only focused on 
the hands that are currently holding the shovels and pitch-
forks,” says Jeff. “Whether corporate or not, this is a family 
farm, built by generations of grandfathers and grandmothers, 
husbands and wives, sons and daughters. Some have left us, 
and others are still around to remind us from where we came 
from.” 

Margaret, the Stotts’ mother, at 95 years old still comes to 
the fields, rides in the buddy seats, and tells of times when 
“tractors ate oats and needed to be brushed.”  

Says Kevin: “She is a farm girl, part of this farm for a cen-
tury, and proud to visit her homestead, where Jeff now lives.”

Past, present, and future — the Stotts have a foot in all of 
these camps.  fv

Freedom

We are delighted to bring you this new and exciting 
offer from Rogers. All eligible members of KAP can 
now get a Share Everything Plan at a discounted rate.1

Flexibility

With a Share Everything Plan, you’ll enjoy:

• Shared data between family 
members or across multiple devices

• Unlimited talk and text within Canada

• Tech support directly from Rogers

• Choose the Share Everything Plan 
that’s right for you and receive  
your corporate discount on the 
primary line1

• Manage your account with easy 
access to MyRogerstm from any 
device

And more

• ROAM LIKE HOMEtm when roaming in the U.S. for just $5/day  and in over 35 
countries in Europe for $10/day when roaming in an eligible country

• A FREE 2016-2017 Season’s Pass subscription to Rogers NHL GameCentre Livetm

Signing up is easy

For more information on this discount program, contact Jody Manness

Toll Free 1-866-265-6119 | Email jody@nickelcom.ca

To order go to www.nickelcom.ca/activate

• Unlimited Canada Wide Calling

• Unlimited Text/Picture/Video Messaging

• Call Display

• Voicemail

• 2500 Call Forwarding Minutes

• Call Waiting

• Group Calling

• Choose Your Data Plan

Want more data?

Upgrade your Data Plan and receive a 20% 
discount.

All available Rogers handsets are eligible 
for this plan.

Share Everything Midwest

Sign up today and get

20%
OFF

your Share Everything Plan

Get the freedom and flexibility of 
a Share Everythingtm Plan now at a 
discounted rate for KAP Members1

Your first invoice will include a Connection 
Fee of $20 per line to activate your service 
on our network. Where applicable, additional 
airtime, data, long distance, roaming, options 
and taxes are extra and billed monthly. 1. The 
discount is a pre-tax discount off of the Monthly 
Services Fee (MSF) for the primary Individually 
Paid Line. Rogers reserves the right to request 
proof of membership and/or employment. For 
additional details, see Rogers Service Agreement. 
™Trademarks of Rogers Communications Inc. or 
an affiliate, used under license. © 2016
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Adding to the stress of the wet and 
late harvest this fall were the surprise 
tax bills we all received. And the sur-
prise was not a good one: municipal 
and school taxes have skyrocketed to 
unbelievable levels that have all of us 
deeply concerned.

i’ve heard over and over again from 
producers across the province on this 
issue. one case that comes to mind is a 
tax bill that went up by $20,000 — 
something i would say has reached a 
critical level.   

even though our land has increased 
in value and has been assessed accord-
ingly, we’re not getting higher income 
from that land than we were last year 
or the year before. in fact, this is a dou-
ble blow because many of us will see 
income fall this year. 

We can’t continue to see tax 
increases that affect our profitability 
and our industry’s sustainability. 
instead, we need government to com-
mit to ensuring a solution — and a 
quick one, too.

KAP has undertaken a research proj-
ect to measure the extent of this crisis 
by looking at the assessed price of 
farmland in different rMs. We used 25 
property rolls per rM, and found that 
farmland assessments in all rMs have 
gone up — ranging from 19 per cent to 
72 per cent, with cost increases per acre 
of up to $29.25.

With increases like this, we can’t 
plan ahead and it creates instability in 
our businesses. 

KAP is lobbying the province to lower 
the amount of assessed value that 
farmland is taxed on. Currently it’s 26 
per cent.  

As well, we’re calling for the removal 
of the current cap of $5,000 on the 
Farmland school tax rebate, which 

cost producers almost $7.5 million in 
school taxes last year. this unreason-
able tax could be as high as $10 million 
this year. 

While these measures are important 
in the immediate short term, what we 
really need is something we’ve always 
asked for — a new system of taxation. 
the government has promised a refer-
endum on tax change, and we’re asking 
it to work with us and other stakehold-
ers to develop a proposal early in 2017. 

Farmland taxes are just one of the 
costs that we’ve seen increase too 
much in recent years. 

there has been a drastic increase to 
the cost of growing crops, raising live-
stock and getting them to market. the 
Farm inputs Price index shows us that 
when crop and livestock prices go up, 
inputs quickly follow. But when produc-
ers get paid less for their commodities, 
input prices are slow to retreat. 

And the cost of inputs has the poten-
tial to climb even further if the recently 
announced agribusiness mergers take 
place. 

We know that when there isn’t 
enough competition in the market 
place, agribusinesses charge what 

KAP lobbying against increased  
taxes and other costs
By DAN MAZIER, KAP President

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
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farmers will pay, and not what the agri-
business can afford to sell for. As well, 
without the pressure of competition, 
conglomerates have no incentive to 
spend the large sums of money needed 
to develop new products.

In the case of the Agrium and Potash-
Corp merger, which are both Canadian 
companies, KAP will be addressing this 
at the federal level. We will be providing 
input to the Competition Bureau, 
stressing that meaningful mechanisms 
must be put in place to encourage com-
petition and protect farmers when 
there is a lack of competition.

With the Monsanto-Bayer merger, 
we want to work together with global 
farm groups to create a strong lobby. 
KAP has approached the Canadian Fed-
eration of Agriculture — our national 
body — to lead this. 

Another high cost to our farms is, and 
always has been, grain transportation. 
We’ve been fighting this battle for a 

long time — and it rages on, with all 
industry partners coming together. A 
major concern right now is the 
recommendation of the Canada 
Transportation Act Review to eliminate 
the maximum revenue entitlement, or 
MRE — something the railways are 
pushing for. 

This would mean a cost increase of 
100 to 150 per cent in real rates, says 
University of Manitoba agricultural 
economist Derek Brewin. 

Transport Minister Marc Garneau, in 
a recent announcement, said he will be 
looking at the MRE and consulting with 
the industry further. KAP will be fight-
ing to keep this important mechanism 
in the weeks and months to come, prior 
to introduction of any legislation by the 
government. As well, we will continue 
to call for a costing review.

KAP works every day on these and 
other issues, to ensure our members 
voices are heard.  fv

We can’t continue 
to see tax increases 
that affect our 
profitability and 
our industry’s 
sustainability. 
Instead, we need 
government to 
commit to ensuring 
a solution — and a 
quick one, too.

There is a specifi c purpose behind every 

BKT tire, our strength lies in our extensive 

Off-Highway tire lineup. 

BKT tires are uniquely designed to provide 

you with the best performance outcome 

to meet all your needs.

BKT Tires (CANADA) Inc. - Tel: AG/IND 905-641-5636 AG/IND 604-701-9098

Agrimax Force

Skid power 
HD

Earthmax 
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Forestech
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Earthmax 
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BKT tires are uniquely designed to provide you with the best performance outcome to meet all your needs. 

BKT Tires (CANADA) Inc.  -  Tel: AG/IND 905-641-5636      AG/IND 604-701-9098
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FARM SUCCESSION
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I
f there’s anyone in Manitoba 
doing succession planning the 
way Paul Craft does, he hasn’t 
heard about it. But if there was, 

he’d be thrilled.
“I wish there were a dozen of them 

out there, because there’s way too 
much business for one person,” said 
Craft. “There are lots of people who say 
they do it, but they don’t do it this 
way.”

Based in Steinbach, Paul Craft 
Financial Inc. started out in the early 
1980s as an insurance broker. As the 
agency and its clients evolved, Craft 
began assisting people with farm suc-
cession plans, refining the process 
along the way. Over the past 10 years, 
he and his team have formally offered 
succession planning as an independent 
service.

“We are literally hired to manage the 
entire process,” said Craft.

He says that by hiring a “voice in the 
wilderness,” clients not only cut the 
time and money spent on accountants 
and lawyers by half, but will find the 
process much less daunting than tack-
ling the project on one’s own.

“It’s not a do-it-yourself project 
when there’s money and emotion 
involved,” noted Craft. “As the saying 
goes, ‘if you’re your own doctor, you 
have a lousy doctor.’”

The missing step in most succession 
plans, he said, is preparation.

“You don’t just start succession 
planning. You prepare for it, and then 
you get engaged. When you decide to 
plant, you don’t just go out in the field 
and throw seeds around. There’s a lot 

of work that needs to be done on your 
end to prepare for succession planning, 
but it’s not nearly as scary as it might 
sound.”

While all business successions are 
complex, Craft said farm transitions 
can be all the more overwhelming 
because first of all they’re inherently 
so emotionally charged.

“Secondly, it’s agriculture,” he said. 
“And there’s nothing rational about 
agriculture. It’s a vocation, not an occu-
pation. They do it because they love it. If 

it was about money, they’d sell for $10 
million and retire, right? But they don’t. 
They go back to the bank and borrow 
more money, buy more land and give it 
all to the kids. So it’s a very emotion-
ally-charged process.”

Instead of forcing families to lunge 
headlong into the financials and legali-
ties straight out of the gate, Craft con-
ducts what he calls the discovery pro-
cess, or gathering all the “soft facts.”   
It’s during this time that dialogue about 
the client’s values happen on a level » 

A unique — and proven — 
approach to succession planning 
By Jill Winzoski

Paul Craft and his team have a unique way of approaching succession planning that first 
develops communication between family members, and then brings in legal and 
financial counsel. He charges a flat rate, so the meter is not running and forcing the 
family into spur-of-the-moment decisions. 
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they’ve likely never discussed before. 
From there, Craft decides if the plan will 
be viable or not.

“There may not be enough farm to 
share, or there may be too few people to 
actually do the job,” he explained. “They 
may be too young, or they may not have 
what it takes. They may be too old, or 
they may not have been given any 
responsibility. So I make a judgement 
call.” 

This preliminary stage will sometimes 
take four or five meetings to help Craft 
understand who the family is, where 
they came from, and how they acquired 
the farm. He also meets with family 
members individually, so they can talk 
more openly than they might have been 
able to within a group.

“A lot of the problems families have is 
they don’t share information and they 
don’t communicate properly. That’s 
where it breaks down,” he explained. 
“But you really can’t afford not to 
address the underlying issues.”

After every meeting, Craft and his 
team summarize the conversation in 
written detail, and then send it to the 
client. 

“We ask them to go though the sum-
mary and tell us if we’re on track here, 
and if we aren’t, we ask them to make 
changes and corrections. By doing this 
every meeting, we build an inventory of 
detailed summaries.” 

Another unique aspect of Craft’s ser-
vice is that he charges a flat fee, and col-
lects only when the process is com-
pleted. Scrapping the fee-per-hour 
model lowers the stress and prevents 
clients from making hasty decisions, he 
said. 

“You need to take time to flesh out the 
dream, the vision and the values,” he 
explained. “And because this is a pro-
cess, they get more and more comfort-
able all the way through. People start to 
become empowered and feel in control, 
because someone is listening to them 
and the meter isn’t running.”

SolutionS to common  
ScenarioS
When delving into the particulars of a 
family’s situation, there are some com-

mon yet surmountable challenges that 
Craft encounters.

“Typically, there are two scenarios,” 
he said. “The parents are too generous, 
or not generous enough. It’s rare that 
they hit it on the button.”

Craft said it’s crucial for first genera-
tion farmers to forget about who is 
buying their business, and instead 
focus on what they need to get from 
this deal.

“It’s a sale. I don’t care who’s taking 
over. You’re relinquishing control of 
your business at some point in time. 
You’re getting paid something for it.”

Once the parents define their goals, 
the next step is to determine whether 
the deal is good for the next generation.

“If you don’t do it properly, you could 
set them up to fail,” warned Craft.” 

He explained: “The first guy built up 
the farm with sweat equity, and the sec-
ond guy bought him out — but had no 
money. The farm was worth something 
when he bought it so he spent all his life 
paying it off and living the fancy lifestyle 
he was used to. 

“His son was also used to living a 
fancy lifestyle, and now he has to come 
in and buy out his dad, who probably 
hasn’t finished paying grandpa yet, so 
he’s got to pay grandpa, too. So all of the 
money that should be going into the 
business is going out the back door to 
service debt. There’s no money to rein-
vest and so therefore you’re going 
downhill.”

Craft said it’s crucial to realistically 
weigh each component of the plan, and 
get clear about how much is needed to 
afford the farm operator’s lifestyle, how 
much debt the farm can carry, and what 
the son or daughter can realistically 
afford to pay.

“Anything outside of that and they 
won’t be able to stay in business,” he 
added.

Once these factors have been estab-
lished and lenders have given the green 
light, it’s time to iron out some of the 
precautionary measures to ensure 
everyone is treated fairly if things don’t 
go according to plan. 

Craft stressed that a provision can be 
put in place that will safeguard the par-

FARM SUCCESSION

“Typically, there 
are two scenarios. 

The parents are too 
generous, or not 

generous enough. 
It's rare that they hit 

it on the button.”
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ents against the plan collapsing on the 
successor’s end.

“It’s got to be good for everybody, 
without any conflict of interest,” he 
said. “If you’ve got money invested, 
you’re second in line next to the bank if 
it’s set up properly. If you don’t like the 
way things are going, you can call in the 
loan or take the farm back. That’s not 
hard to set up and it’s not unfair — it’s 
just part and parcel of the agreement.”

In the case of marital arrangements, 
Craft said the plan can be set up so the 
parents are happy and the daughter-in-
law feels trusted and can still build 
equity in the farm.

“This guy’s wife is going to be crucial 
to his success,” he further explained. 
“You can’t expect her to invest her 
whole lifetime and be treated like a 
third-class citizen. Anything they build 
together should be shared. The original 
investment built by the parents, how-
ever, can be preserved.”

What he sees as the most important 
consideration in succession plans is how 
to reduce the price tag of the farm to 
ensure cash flow, but also keep the first 
generation secure — or taking measures 
to prevent the successor from selling the 
farm for its true value and walking away.

In most cases, a share freeze can be 
created, as well as new common shares 
worth a dollar each, said Craft. That way, 
only the growth from the time of transi-
tion belongs to the successor. The 
remainder can then be gifted in the cli-
ent’s will, 10 to 20 years later. 

By doing this, a vesting period is cre-

ated — ensuring the son or daughter 
doesn’t receive all the equity before it’s 
certain the plan is going to work. In the 
case of the successor passing away, 
shares are divided between the entire 
family, and not only the spouse.

In the case of offspring who are not 
actively participating on the farm, Craft 
said what’s often done is they share 
residual assets proportionately. This 
may include cash, RRSPs, life insurance 
proceeds, or any outstanding balance of 
money owed back to the estate by the 
family member who bought the farm. 

“It can be quite complex in the calcu-
lation, but what you are really measur-
ing is liquidity, without including farm 
assets.”

While there are many moving parts to 
succession planning, it’s still possible to 
cover all the bases, Craft said. His role is 
to assimilate intersecting advice from 
lawyers, accountants, financial advisers 
— plus the farm owner and his or her 
family. He likens it to GPS navigation.

“You can’t pinpoint your position on 
the earth with one satellite, or you’ll be 
off by metres. You need three, four or 
five of them and you can get yourself 
pinpointed to within a millimetre of the 
earth. That’s how this works.” 

In the end, said Craft, it’s not just a 
succession plan that comes out of this 
process, but a strengthened family rela-
tionship.

“Clients have told me how much it 
has meant to them, and how we 
addressed the elephant in the room,” 
he said.  fv
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Paul Craft will be conducting a 
workshop on January 24 from 
9 a.m. to noon, in conjunction 
with KAP’s annual meeting at the 
Delta Winnipeg. All KAP members 
— delegates and non-delegates to 
the annual meeting — are 
welcome. Call the KAP office at 
204-697-1140 to register for this 
free event.

Succession 
Planning 
Workshop



WORKING FOR YOU

Accessing federAl,  
provinciAl funds for sAfety 
services
 Following a successful submission, 
KAP has received over $430,000 in 
funding from Growing Forward 2, and 
support from Safe Work Manitoba, in 
order to boost the safety services it 
provides and form a new safety council 
to guide the delivery of them. The free 
services will include:
•  More on-site safety advisors (in 

addition to the current one) who will 
work directly with farm businesses 
to identify and address farm risks;

•  Safety awareness training for farm 
workers and supervisors, as well as 
hazard-specific training; 

•  Commodity-specific workshops.
“Our goal is to provide resources for 

farmers that are practical,” says KAP 
president Dan Mazier. “Rather than just 
asking them to read through safety 
regulations, we’re making someone 
available to show them what they can do 

to reduce accidents on their farms and 
comply with provincial regulations.”  
 As these services are rolled out, 
producers will be notified by KAP and 
their commodity organizations. 
Meanwhile, they can ensure they’re in 
compliance with the Manitoba 
Workplace Safety and Health Act by 
arranging for a free and confidential 
on-farm consultation with safety 
consultant Morag Marjerison. Call the 
KAP office — 204-697-1140 to make 
arrangements.

scoring A victory in grAin 
trAnsportAtion
 KAP and other producer groups 
achieved success with the announce-
ment in November by Transport 
Minister Marc Garneau indicating that 
he will be pursuing legislation that will 
require reciprocal penalties in service 
level agreements between railway 
companies and their customers — one 
of producers’ key requests. 

Now, KAP will focus on two more 
important issues — maintaining the 
maximum revenue entitlement to 
keep shipping costs in line and 
maintaining the 160-km interswitch-
ing provision. The report from the 
Canada Transportation Act Review 
recommended doing away with these 
provisions, but Garneau has so far not 
embraced these recommendations. 
KAP will continue to lobby on produc-
ers’ behalf. 

urging “no” to fArmlAnd 
AnnexAtion 
 In keeping with long-standing KAP 
policy to protect farmland, KAP general 
manager James Battershill made a 
presentation to the Manitoba Munici-
pal Board, urging it to recommend 
against the annexation of 7,380 acres 
of farmland by the City of Steinbach. 
KAP’ s arguments were many, includ-
ing the fact that this non-renewable 
resource, one that is in short supply, 
will be lost to agricultural production. 
Concern was also expressed for 
remaining livestock producers whose 
farm practices would come into 
conflict with residents that become 
part of the urban sprawl.

Working on nutrient  
ApplicAtion extension
 KAP was successful in working with 
the province to move the nutrient 
application deadline from November 10 
to November 21, an effort that involved 
three separate extensions. 

pArticipAting in tWo levels 
of budget consultAtions 
 KAP made presentations at both 
provincial and federal budget consulta-
tions in the fall. At the provincial level, 
KAP general manager James Battershill 
focused on the alarming rise in 
municipal and school taxes. 

kAp at work 
See what KAP is doing on behalf of all Manitoba farmers
by vAl ominski
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Continued on page 16 »
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KAP AT WORK

	 At	the	federal	consultation,	KAP	
president	Dan	Mazier	called	for	
support	for	farm	families	and	begin-
ning	farmers	with	amended	taxation	
on	family	farm	transfers.	As	well,	he	
asked	for	support	of	clean	technology	
and	innovation,	and	support	to	access	
new	markets.	He	also	urged	support	
for	high-speed	and	broadband	
technology,	as	well	as	reliable	cell	
service.

Raising conceRn oveR 
municipal taxes
 To	address	the	dramatic	increase	in	
municipal	and	school	taxes,	KAP	
undertook	research	to	show	the	
percentage	of	increase	in	all	RMs,	and	
the	per-acre	cost.	It	used	this	informa-
tion	at	a	consultation	with	officials	on	
the	provincial	budget	to	highlight	the	
need	for	immediate	action.	KAP	is	
calling	for:
•	 	Reduction	of	the	amount	of	assessed	
value	that	farmland	is	taxed	on.	
Currently	it’s	26	per	cent.

•	 	Removal	of	the	current	cap	of	$5,000	
on	the	Farmland	School	Tax	Rebate,	
which	cost	producers	almost	$7.5	
million	dollars	more	in	school	taxes	
last	year.	

•	 	Development	of	a	proposal	on	a	new	
system	of	taxation,	as	soon	as	
possible.	

Tax bill for a quarter section 2016 (left) and 2015. This particular farmer has seen increases 
of 31 per cent on most of his 31 quarters, for an overall tax increase of $9,000.
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Specialist,
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Taxes
KAP will lobby the Government of Manitoba to move 
to a model of education funding that removes 
school taxes from farmland and farm buildings, and 
which instead relies upon personal and corporate 
income taxes, as well as school taxes applied to 
residential property.

KAP will call for the Government of Manitoba to 
assess each farming operation separately, regardless 
of the relationships of the owners, when applying the 
school tax rebate.

KAP will continue to lobby the Government of 
Manitoba to remove the $5,000 limit on the 
Farmland School Tax Rebate.

Carbon pricing 
KAP will call on the Government of Manitoba to 
exempt all direct emissions from agricultural 
production from a made-in-Manitoba carbon 
pricing system.

KAP will lobby the provincial government to recycle 
a portion of the revenue collected from the made-
in-Manitoba carbon pricing system to programming 
that supports farmers in their efforts to deliver a 
broad range of ecological goods and services, 
including CO2 emission reduction and carbon 
sequestration.

KAP will lobby the provincial government to recycle 
a significant portion of the tax collected to fund 

research that will move Manitoba farms to zero or 
negative carbon emissions.

KAP will urge the Government of Manitoba to recycle a 
portion of the revenue collected from the made-in-
Manitoba carbon pricing system into programming 
that helps the agriculture sector build adaptive 
capacity to weather volatility caused by climate 
change.

STARS Air Ambulance 
KAP will demonstrate its support for STARS air 
ambulance and their valued operations through 
complementary advertising space within Farmers’ 
Voice and other applicable advertising opportunities 
within KAP’s communications.

Large-scale mergers 
KAP will lobby relevant officials and work with other 
stakeholders to create and maintain an environment of 
healthy competition up and down the entire 
agricultural value chain. 

Fertilizer and manure  
application deadline 
KAP will call on the provincial government to reduce 
red tape and regulation overlap by allowing farmers 
and retailers to apply fertilizer until the ground is 
frozen, in order to facilitate completion of fall work if 
the fields dry up. FV

Resolutions from fall  
advisory council meeting

SpeAking To SenATe Ag  
CommiTTee
 KAP president Dan Mazier made a 
presentation to the Senate Committee 
on Agriculture and Forestry that 
focused on the increase in farmland 
values. He outlined the reasons why 
this is happening, and stressed that 
this phenomenon is particularly 
detrimental to beginning farmers. He 
called for the federal government to 
take a leadership role in encouraging 

provinces and municipalities to create 
clear and consistent rules that protect 
farmland from urban encroachment. 
And he asked for laws that limit the 
ownership of farmland by institu-
tional, non-government and foreign 
interests. 

meeTingS on The hiLL
 As part of the Canadian Federation of 
Agriculture’s Lobby Day in Ottawa, Dan 
Mazier met with Conservative trans-

portation critic Kelly Block, as well as 
Conservative MPs David Anderson and 
Larry Miller to discuss grain transpor-
tation and the next Ag Policy Frame-
work. In addition, he met with NDP 
environment and climate change critic 
Linda Duncan on carbon pricing in 
various provinces. He pointed out that 
Manitoba is unique because there are 
only two large emitters — so a cap-
and-trade system here would be 
difficult. 
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W
hen KAP members Dustin KrAhn AnD riley 
AnDerson brought forward a motion on data pri-
vacy at the summer advisory council meeting, they 
were voicing an increasingly common concern in 

Canadian agriculture.
As farmers incorporate more sophisticated equipment into their 

operations, they become more able to collect all kinds of data on 
their crop production. Precision farming practices have the poten-
tial to work wonders in maximizing yields and improving effi-
ciency, but are there potential risks to gathering such detailed 
information? 

KAP general manager James battershill says that any farmer 
who uses modern equipment — even if it’s just the yield monitors 
on a combine — is working with data that agriculture technology 
providers would be interested in collecting. 

over the last 15 years, he points out, companies are beginning to 
recognize data as a product that can be monetized. Google and 
Facebook are examples of substantial business empires built on 
collecting and analyzing users’ information, then finding a way to 
profit from it. Discussions are now happening among farmers and 
in the ag media about what this trend could mean for the types of 

TECHNOLOGY

A look at data 
privacy issues 
in agriculture

By Jacquie NicholsoN
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data that farm equipment is capable of col-
lecting.

“Farmers are always concerned about 
sharing information that might give away a 
market position,” Battershill says. “One 
worst case example might be, let’s say 
someone is collecting data from your yield 
monitors. They know exactly where your 
farm is and where the fields are, because the 
monitors have collected that along with the 
yield information. 

“If they can aggregate that data, package 
it up nicely, and then sell that to a grain 
company, that company would know 
exactly how much of a particular crop is in a 
given area, and it would give them the lever-
age and the negotiating position in an 
already imbalanced marketplace.”

Krahn and Anderson’s resolution 
directed KAP to explore what legal protec-
tions producers might have against the 
misuse of their data, and to lobby the Gov-
ernment of Canada accordingly. It’s some-
thing Battershill says was actually already in 
the works. 

Earlier this year KAP approached the 
Manitoba branch of Pro Bono Students Can-
ada, an organization that arranges for law 
students to work on legal research projects 
with non-profits and community organiza-
tions. 

The students sifted through legal prece-
dents in areas of law they thought could 
provide a framework for the discussion of 
data privacy in agriculture: privacy, con-
tract, and copyright law. They produced a 
report for KAP members’ use that outlined 
their findings.

Both Battershill and the law students 
expected that farmers would find signifi-
cant protections under the Personal Infor-
mation Protection and Electronic Docu-
ments Act, but it turned out not to be that 
straightforward.

“Personal privacy acts apply to things like 
personal records, personal information, 
occasionally medical information,” says Pro 
Bono Students Canada team lead Brianna 
Bogucki. “It does not apply to things like 
commercial privacy. So if a farmer is incor-
porated and has a corporate account, it 
doesn’t apply to them. There’s a very solid 
dividing line in the law there.”

Copyright law also proved to be a less-
than-fruitful avenue, Bogucki explains, 

because most of the information gener-
ated by farm equipment goes onto a data-
base, and it’s not possible to copyright a 
database or the information it contains. 

The most relevant framework the 
research uncovered was in the area of 
contract law. Bogucki and her team found 
that the best tools that farmers have at 
their disposal in protecting their data are 
the contracts they sign with their agricul-
tural technology providers, or ATPs.

Contracts will identify who owns the 
farm data, whether the ATP can collect 
the data, and how it will be used — 
including whether it can be sold or dis-
closed to third parties.

In 2014, meetings between American 
farm groups and tech providers like John 
Deere and DuPont Pioneer resulted in the 
creation of a set of standards for farm data 
privacy. The Privacy and Security Princi-
ples for Farm Data, although not binding, 
outline how ATPs will contract with farm-
ers — and dozens of companies have vol-
untarily agreed to them.

There are 13 principles, ranging from a 
pledge to draft contracts using simple and 
straightforward language, to a commit-
ment to notifying farmers what data is 
being collected, who will have access to it, 
and for what purpose. 

The principle of disclosure, use and sale 
limitation states that ATPs “will not sell 
and/or disclose non-aggregated farm 
data to a third party without first securing 
a legally binding commitment to be 
bound by the same terms and conditions 
as the ATP has with the farmer.”

The principle of portability prescribes 
that farmers should be able to retrieve 
their data for storage or use in other sys-
tems, and the principle of choice dictates 
that ATPs must lay out the full range of 
service options available and explain 
what opting in or out would mean for the 
producer. 

Battershill encourages KAP members to 
review the full list of principles and give 
some thought to whether they think it 
offers adequate protection.

“What I think we need to talk about as 
an industry is, will this voluntary stan-
dard protect farmers adequately?” Bat-
tershill says. “Should we be pressing the 
federal government to make this a » 
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legal requirement for ATPs? Or should 
we just be pushing the companies that 
are not participating in it to participate 
in it voluntarily?” 

While producers would be wise to 
exercise some caution, the last thing 
Battershill wants is to discourage them 
from adopting new technologies that 
will benefit their operations.

“As precision ag technologies take off 
farmers are able to know to the square 
metre how, for example, the use of a cer-
tain fertilizer worked on a given crop in a 
given year in a given condition — there’s 
just enormous potential there,” he says. 

“Companies whose business is data 
collection, analysis, recommendations, 
and working with farmers to understand 
the data, they think that just by doing 
that data collection — not seeing any 
differences or improvements in variet-

ies — that you can increase yields by 20 
per cent in Manitoba.”

Battershill does, however, stress the 
importance of farmers fully under-
standing the contracts they sign with 
their ATPs. 

“Most people admit that we don’t 
really read through the documents we 
sign,” he says. “I’m no different. I 
always feel that if there was something 
in my iTunes terms and conditions, the 
tech media would have read through 
them and flagged what I should be con-
cerned about.

“Well, this is KAP doing that for the ag 
industry. We are flagging that this is 
something you should pay attention to 
and be interested in.

“And certainly, if you’re purchasing 
from a provider that isn’t a voluntary 
signatory to the Privacy and Security 
Principles for Farm Data agreement, 
you should be asking them why, 
whether it’s something that they’re 
considering, and what provisions they 

are putting in place to protect your pri-
vacy and intellectual property as a 
farmer.”   fv

For a copy of Privacy and Security 
Principles for Farm Data, as well as the full 
data privacy report, please go to  
www.kap.mb.ca (media>reports)

FARM MANAGEMENT

Battershill stresses 
the importance 
of farmers fully 
understanding 
the contracts 
they sign with 
their agricultural 
technology providers.
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Holiday greetings from KAP
Best wishes for the holidays and the new year.

Group Insurance for Farm Owners and Employees

Optional Life 
Insurance Plan
(annual rates per 
$25,000 unit)

         Non-Smoker              Smoker
Age Male Female Male Female 
Under 30 $12.67 $10.56 $21.12 $16.90
30-39 $14.78 $12.80 $29.30 $25.34
40-44 $24.42 $19.14 $54.91 $42.11
45-49 $48.84 $30.36 $99.00 $72.60
50-54 $90.42 $52.80 $173.18 $119.46
55-59 $138.60 $87.65 $289.74 $177.54
60-64 $214.76 $151.93 $392.04 $247.50
65-69 $370.52 $262.68 $675.84 $425.70

Prepare for spring: ensure you and your employees are covered

Administered by:

For more 
information

Call the KAP Benefits line at
1-866-KAP-0123

(1-866-527-0123)
or email:  

kapbenefits@stratabenefits.ca

OPTIONAL LIFE INSURANCE 
• Available in units of $25,000 up to $500,000 (minimum of $50,000)
• Includes a living benefit that pays 25% of the insurance coverage to a

maximum of $50,000 if the insured is diagnosed with a terminal illness
• Coverage to age 70 (must enrol prior to age 60)
• Approval of a medical questionnaire is required

GROUP INSURANCE RATES 
ALSO AVAILABLE FOR

• Disability Insurance
• Critical Illness
• Accident Insurance
• Health and Dental
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KAP MEMBER BENEFIT

S
eeing more of your insurance advi-
sor — in person, on your farm — can 
save you time, money, and headaches in 

the long run.
KaP partners with The co-operators to offer 

discounted farm insurance to members not just 
because of their shared organizational values, 
but because of the quality of service offered to 
farmers.

“The one thing that makes us really different is 
when a client wants a quote, our company 
requires that advisors go out and do an on-site 
visit,” says Jamie Bohach, strategic client man-
ager for The co-operators. “any insurer could do 
this, but we make it mandatory. We physically 
come out to the farm, spend time with the client, 
and see all the equipment and buildings first-
hand.”

The approach is an uncommon one in the 
industry, Bohach says. more often, insurers will 
rely on information from a past policy, which can 
lead to situations where farmers are paying irrele-
vant premiums.

“it’s happened often that we’ll do a farm visit 
with a new client, and they’ll hand us a list of 

machinery from a previous insurer,” Bohach says. 
“We’ll go out and have a look around the farm, 
and we’ll find stuff they’ve been paying premi-
ums on for years that they’ve long since sold.”

“Things can get complex with farm opera-
tions,” adds Tracey malone, a co-operators advi-
sor who owns and operates inview insurance ser-
vices out of stonewall. “People will fax me copies 
of old policies asking for a quote, and there will be 
machinery on there that their brother actually 
owns, or there will be buildings that they own but 
that are on another family member’s land, and 
vice versa.” 

another common practice in the farm insur-
ance industry is basing coverage on inventory 
checklists completed by the client. This usually 
turns out to be more work for the producer, and 
can result in inaccuracies.

Bohach gives the example of farm buildings, 
which come in a wide variety of construction 
types. When farmers categorize their buildings on 
their own using a checklist, they may report 
incorrect construction styles and end up being 
over or under-insured for that particular type of 
building.  

Farm insurance  
From The co-operaTors: 
Specialized coverage and discounts

By Jacquie nicholson
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Over-insuring a building means pay-
ing unnecessarily high premiums. 
Under-insuring can be disastrous.

“Someone having their buildings 
valued incorrectly could result in them 
receiving too little coverage in the 
event of a claim, and not being able to 
rebuild,” Bohach explains. “They could 
also incur a penalty for having a build-
ing under-insured. The industry stan-
dard is a requirement to have your 
building insured at no less than 80-90 
per cent of its actual value.”

On-site visits take the guesswork 
out of the assessment process. Advi-
sors visit the farm to view and photo-
graph all equipment and machinery 
for the client’s file. With comprehen-
sive training in assessing farm and 
commercial buildings, they are able to 
put accurate valuation on all farm 
structures. They use specialized soft-
ware to input measurements and 
other information — age, construc-

tion type — to determine the value of 
a barn, shop, or shed.

“We collect as much information as 
we can to try to simplify things in the 
long-run,” Bohach says. “Then if you 
ever do have to make a claim, there are 
no questions needed at that point.”

The Co-operators advisors are 
required to do reviews with a certain 
percentage of their clients each year 
— usually about a third — so farmers 
can expect a site visit approximately 
every three years. Updating inventory 
is as simple as a call to your advisor 
whenever you sell some land or pur-
chase a new piece of equipment, but in 
the event that a producer forgets to do 
this, these regular reviews should 
catch it.

The company also has a risk manage-
ment department that provides onsite 
inspections for specialty farms like 
larger poultry and dairy operations, 
where more attention to detail is » 

The one thing 
that makes 

us really different 
is when a client 
wants a quote, our 
company requires 
that advisors go 
out and do an  
on-site visit.”

MacDon: FD75  
Source: MB Farmers Voice, 1/4 page, 3.33" x 5",  
CMYK, December 22

Publication

Farm insurance  
From The co-operaTors: 
Specialized coverage and discounts

To locate a Co-operators Agent 
near you, please consult the 
Yellow Pages or visit us at

www.cooperators.ca
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required. However, the service can be  
available to assist all clients.

“The loss-prevention specialists have 
infrared scanners and other types of 
tools to assess the condition of buildings 
and other structures,” says Bohach. 
“They can check on, for example, elec-
trical code requirements in a dairy barn. 
They provide recommendations to assist 
farmers in reducing losses that are pre-
ventable through maintenance.”

The Co-operators advisors who wish 
to work with farmers are required to 
take an extensive farm insurance train-
ing program before they are qualified to 
sell farm products. Most come from 
rural areas and tend to have an agricul-
tural background themselves.

Malone, for example, grew up on a 
hobby farm outside of Woodlands that 
was settled by her great-grandfather. 
She just moved back onto the land this 
spring. She says her family’s long his-
tory with farming gives her a better 
understanding of and appreciation for 
her clients’ work, and keeps her in touch 
with their priorities and schedules.

“I would never call a farmer in the 
middle of harvest and ask him to review 
his renewal,” she says. “It’s insulting, 
almost. There’s a right and wrong time, 
and a right and wrong way, and it’s all 
related to farmers’ work ethic and hav-
ing respect for that.”

Many advisors are active in various 
farm organizations, including KAP. 
Others have been involved in 4-H or 
other rural or agricultural organizations.

Insurance dIscounts
KAP members receive a two-part dis-
count on The Co-operators farm insur-
ance as part of the organization’s mem-
ber benefits program. They are 
guaranteed a 2.5 per cent discount every 
year just for belonging to KAP. 

The second part of the discount is 
recalculated each year based on the pool 
of KAP members’ loss ratio — the dif-
ference between the premiums The Co-
operators collects and the claims it pays 
out. Essentially, if KAP members have a 
better loss ratio than The Co-operators 
target loss ratio, they get a higher dis-
count. 

Members are also entitled to the 
member enhanced endorsement, a 
grouping of 30 different coverage 
options and increased policy limits that 
apply specifically to farmers. Coverages 
include grain, fertilizer, harvested pro-
duce, and fuel in fuel tanks. Increased 
policy limits encompass things like fire 
department charges and debris removal. 
Buying them separately would come to 
about $300, but members receive this 
additional protection in the range of $50.     

The Co-operators farm insurance, 
Bohach says, is a broad product suitable 
for a wide range of producers.

“We can do all of your family farms 
right up to your big corporate farms,” he 
says. “We can also do specialty opera-
tions like dairy and poultry.”

For more information on The Co-
operators farm insurance options or to 
request a quote and farm visit, contact 
your nearest advisor. Don’t forget to let 
them know you’re a KAP member in 
order to access your discounts.  fv

Chad Krut

Krut Agencies Ltd.

Winnipeg office: 

1100 Concordia Ave, Unit 106 

Phone: 204-669-4425  

Selkirk office: 

326 Main Street

Phone: 204-482-8558;  

toll-free: 888-482-8558  

Tracey Malone 

Inview Insurance Services

Stonewall  office: 

344 Main Street

Phone: 204-467-8927;  

toll-free 866-550-2667  

THE CO-OPERATORS 
AGENTS

FARM INSURANCE
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KAP NEWS

Members of Keystone Agricultural Producers 
want to do their part to reduce carbon emis-
sions, but they don’t want to tackle the issue 

by themselves.
“Right now, at this point in time, we need fertilizer 

and fuel to produce food — it’s that simple,” says 
KAP president Dan Mazier. “However, we want to be 
part of the solution and move to new production 
methods and technologies that will reduce or elimi-
nate our carbon footprint — but we can’t do it alone.”

Ottawa intends on setting a minimum nationwide 
price on carbon pollution by 2018. Starting at $10 per 
tonne of emissions, the price will rise $10 a year until 
it reaches $50 a tonne in 2022.

Prime Minister Justin Trudeau wants the provinces 
to design their own systems to reach the national 
mandate, but he’s already warned he’ll impose carbon 
pricing on provinces that fail to deliver.

At KAP’s fall advisory council meeting, members 

noted that indirect costs of a carbon price will be 
passed on to them. For example, if the carbon price 
applies to fertilizer manufacturers, those compa-
nies will likely pass the cost onto farmers through 
higher fertilizer prices. But farmers can’t pass on 
costs in the same way because they compete in 
global markets. 

Consequently, they asked KAP to lobby the Mani-
toba government to exempt their direct emissions 
from agricultural production, such as from the use 
of fuel.

They also asked the province to invest its carbon-
pricing revenues into programs that would help 
them sequester carbon and reduce emissions, as 
well as into research to help them move to zero or 
negative emissions.

Revenues raised should also be invested into pro-
grams that help farmers adapt to increasing weather 
volatility caused by climate change, delegates said. »  

Carbon pricing done right  
offers farmers opportunities
By RiChaRd KamChen
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CARBON PRICING

Producers can benefit
Agriculture accounts for about 40 per cent of Manitoba’s 
greenhouse gas emissions, with over a third coming from 
crop production, and roughly the same from livestock, 
reports KAP’s climate project coordinator Sean Goertzen. 
The remaining portion is from fuel use in both sectors. 

Manitoba is in a unique situation because it doesn’t 
have many high-emitting industrial facilities or power 
plants like other provinces. This leaves all other sources 
of emissions, including agriculture, to share the cost of 
carbon pricing.

Goertzen says a badly designed carbon price could bring 
farmers no benefits or even increase their costs. But a well-
designed program could actually help their bottom lines.

Alberta, which has had a carbon price since 2007, devel-
oped an “offset” market as part of its system. It gives large 
emitters like factories the option of paying their carbon 
price through buying offset credits from sectors not cov-
ered by the carbon price, including farms. 

Farmers there can earn and sell these offset credits by 
taking on emission reducing-projects like zero-till.

“Farmers that increase their use of zero-till practices 
can get credit for the reduced emissions this brings. And 
they can get paid for that,” Goertzen explains. “Other eli-
gible projects include techniques for managing fertilizer, 
manure, grazing and feed, as well as for producing bio-
mass.

“But this opportunity doesn’t come without its share of 
challenges. There are a lot of strict rules to follow for any 
farmers that take on these projects. And it’s hard to get 
away from those strict rules because governments want to 
be sure that there are real emission reductions happening, 
and there’s a lot that has to go into proving that there are 
real reductions.”

Goertzen says that on the other hand, as Alberta raises 
its carbon price over the next several years, farmers could 
earn even more from offsets — making it worth their time 
to take on these complex projects.

Carbon pricing could offer new opportunities for live-
stock producers. A decade-long study in northern Texas 
found rotational grazing on pastures tripled the amount of 
carbon that soils sequestered. 

“That means it’s taking three times the emissions out 
of the atmosphere and storing it in the soils, so that 
speaks to the real potential of agriculture to be part of 
the solution,” says Goertzen. “In a well-designed sys-
tem, these offset credits could pay farmers to take on 
these practices.”

Many farmers already practice rotational grazing, but an 
offset market could encourage more of those who’ve stuck 
with more conventional methods to change, he points out.

Ultimately, KAP wants to prevent the carbon pricing 
system from becoming burdensome to farmers. 

“If the carbon price is going to apply to farmers, then 
there needs to be realistic ways for them to reduce their 
emissions and/or sequester carbon to help them avoid 
paying the carbon price over time,” says Goertzen. “That’s 
the whole point of a carbon price — to avoid paying it by 
reducing emissions.”

But the theory of carbon pricing can play out differently 
in practice. In some cases, farmers might find it too costly 
to, say, switch to more energy efficient equipment. In 
another scenario, carbon pricing exemptions could be 
called for in agricultural areas where emission reductions 
aren’t yet realistic, he says.

“When Manitoba and the federal government are 
designing these carbon price policies, they need to do a lot 
of work to figure out where the realistic opportunities to 
reduce emissions are. And where there aren’t realistic 
opportunities, they need to make sure there are minimal or 
zero cost increases. We can’t be sticking farmers with new 
costs that they have no way to avoid.

“But with the right incentives and investments, carbon 
pricing could help to reduce emissions throughout the 
agricultural supply chain in a way that allows Manitoba 
farmers to continue feeding the world.”

To produce Canada Grade A coverage and claims service.
From acreages to hobby farms and full-scale agri-food businesses, 
Canadian farm families look to Portage Mutual for the best in agricultural 
property insurance. Ask your broker about the Agricultural Pro from 
Portage Mutual.

R e s i d e n t i a l ,  C o m m e r c i a l ,  A u t o m o b i l e ,  &  F a r m www.portagemutual.com

125 years. 15,000 farms. One promise.
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There’s concern among some KAP 
members that Ottawa’s carbon pricing 
proposal will present increased costs 
but few opportunities for them. Others, 
though, see it a way to reduce greenhouse 
gas (GHG) emissions and prevent further 
climate change.

“If the carbon price is designed in a way 
that doesn’t take into account how farmers 
operate, then that’s a real risk,” says 
KAP’s climate project coordinator Sean 
Goertzen. “But on the other side, we have 
some members of KAP who see a real 
opportunity here to get paid for reducing 
emissions and sequestering carbon.”

Producer Curtis McRae is one of those 
expressing concern at what’s coming.

“Any time a tax or regulation is added to 
agriculture, it weakens the family farm,” 
McRae says. “If your goal is to destroy 
family farms, just add tax or regulation to 
them and they will go away.”

He points to Manitoba’s hog barn 
moratorium, which he says moved most of 
the hog industry from family farms to one 
or two major companies. 

McRae adds that carbon pricing represents 
a very narrow look at the environment. 

“As farmers, our biggest use of energy 
is solar energy. We just happen to use 
carbon-based fuels to gather the solar 
energy we collect and sell for food,” McRae 
says. “Adding a carbon tax to agriculture 
would be taxing an industry heavily based 
in solar energy.”

Murray Klassen is similarly minded about 
the federal government’s proposal. He, 
too, sees a negative impact from what he 
considers another form of taxation. If there 
are any potential opportunities for farmers, 
he doesn’t seem them. 

“All you’re going to do on your farm is 
spend money, and that will be probably 
the end of it. If you break even, I would be 
surprised. It usually becomes a direct cost 
to the farm,” Klassen says. “All my instincts 
say this is not good for our province; this is 
not good for our country.”

He wonders why carbon pricing is even 
necessary given Canada’s comparatively 
minimal GHG emissions. Environment and 
Climate Change Canada reports that in 
2012, Canada accounted for 1.6 per cent of 
global GHG emissions. He also worries that 
a carbon price could put Canadian farmers 

at a disadvantage with other countries that 
don’t have a carbon price tax in place and 
quite possibly never will.

Klassen wishes Manitoba would follow the 
lead of Saskatchewan Premier Brad Wall’s 
resistance.

Producer David Rourke, though, believes 
the federal government isn’t going far 
enough to reduce emissions.

“We need a 90 per cent reduction of fossil 
fuel use by today — today wouldn’t be 
too early… We’re a fairly heavy net user 
of greenhouse gases with our current 
production, so it’s going to take a lot of 
innovation, thought and willingness to 
change.”

Ottawa’s $10 a tonne carbon price will 
make no difference to him and even $50 
per tonne will hardly affect him, Rourke 
says.

“If we’re actually going to do what Trudeau 
had suggested we’re going to do, and all 
the others [Paris Agreement signatories], 
we need a 90 per cent reduction in fossil 
fuel use by as early as 2020, and certainly 
no later than that.”

If global average temperatures climb 1.5 
or two degrees Celsius, it’ll be too late, he 
says.

“That might sound pretty alarmist, but if 
you listen to the scientists, they’ve been 
saying the same story for a long time, 
except that it’s getting closer to the end of 
being able to do something,” Rourke says.

Ottawa’s carbon pricing proposal is 
too much of a compromise to make a 
difference, he believes.

“It’s a tiny step in the right direction that 
should have happened 30 years ago when 
we first were given enough evidence to 
know this is a problem.”

Rourke is against any long-term 
exemptions and wishes to see carbon 
pricing revenue go toward GHG-reducing 
research and infrastructure, as well as tax 
credits that reward efforts and investments 
that reduce emissions.

“I think any tax that they get should be 
put back into making sure that we have a 
90 per cent reduction in fossil fuel use by 
2020. If you don’t do that, then none of 
this is worth anything. You have to change 
behaviours significantly.”  FV

Farmers have differing views on carbon pricing

Curtis McRae: “Any time a 
tax or regulation is added 
to agriculture, it weakens 
the family farm.”

Murray Klassen: “All my 
instincts say this is not 
good for our province; 
this is not good for our 
country.”

David Rourke: “It [carbon 
pricing] is a tiny step in the 
right direction that should 
have happened 30 years 
ago when we first were 
given enough evidence to 
know this is a problem.”
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Private Health Services Plan (PHSP): 
Not a traditional insurance product,

simply health & dental tax savings for business owners

Benefits to business owner:
• Available for Sole Proprietorships, 

Parternships and Corporations
• Offer health and dental benefits to 

self and employees
• 100% tax deduction for business on 

reimbursements
• 100% nontaxable reimbursement of 

eligible medical expenses
• No medical evidence required
• CRA Approved

For More Information:       1-866-527-0123 ext 2     phsp@stratabenefits.ca

Claim your Member discount  
1-866-527-0123 ext 2

View PHSP Video on 
www.kap.mb.ca/private-health-services-plan.cfm

KAP Long Distance  
and Home Phone Program

Great rates mean you stay easily connected! West Can provides 
preferred group rates to APAS members.

Long Distance:
• 3.5¢/min (Cda/U.S.)
• 2.5¢/min between friends and family
• 5.0¢/min (Cda/U.S.) - any cell provider

 
Home Phone:

• Replaces more expensive traditional  
phone lines

• Highspeed Internet required

Call 1-800-665-0384
Email: info@westcangroup.ca

FOR PROGRAM DETAILS

Arranged and administered by:

Claim your Member discount 1-866-527-0123  ext. 2
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At severAl events And presenta-
tions, I’ve heard Agriculture Minister 
ralph eichler repeat the same commit-
ment that his government made dur-
ing the election — to make Manitoba 
the “most improved” province in Can-
ada.

the minister hasn’t yet gone into 
detail about which areas of agriculture 
he envisions improving, and I suspect 
that this is intentional on his part 
because he is waiting for us as an 
industry to tell him where exactly 
farmers can and want to improve.

so, to get the ball rolling on this 
debate, I offer the top five areas where I 
think government and industry can 
work together to be most improved.

First, and probably most obvious is 
that farmers need to see improved 
profitability for their operations. the 
commodity price peak of 2013 likely 
isn’t going to return quickly, so focused 
attention and support are needed to 
help farmers increase revenues and 
reduce costs. 

We also can’t ignore the fact that the 
provincial government has influence 
over some of those costs, including 
both municipal and education taxes. 
the government needs to seriously 
consider what it can do to resolve these 
longstanding issues, even if the solu-
tions are contentious and require work 
to build broad public support.

second, we can improve the commu-
nication between government and 
farmers. It is going to be difficult for us 
to be most improved in this area 
because I think that our agriculture 
department staff already do a tremen-
dous job of engaging with KAP and 
other stakeholders. 

that said, I would like the minister to 
publicly tell us what his annual priori-

ties are. right now, the government 
does this in the speech from the 
throne, but we would benefit from a 
detailed speech from the tractor Cab, 
specific to the agriculture depart-
ment’s priorities at least once per year. 

third, we need improved communi-
cation between agricultural organiza-
tions. this one is entirely on us as an 
industry. When ralph eichler was first 
appointed minister of agriculture, he 
was one of the busiest ministers, 
meeting with every single ag stake-
holder group early in his mandate. 

However, it is entirely unreasonable 
for us to expect the government is 
going to be able to continue responding 
to a hundred voices calling out at them 
at once. Agricultural groups, especially 
those of us who are ultimately repre-
senting the same farmers, need to 
work harder to communicate with each 
other and determine what the priori-
ties are for government to act on.

Fourth, we have a chance to see the 

most improved growth in our provin-
cial livestock sector. the minister has 
made no secret of the fact that he 
would like to see Manitoba’s cattle herd 
increase. And the Manitoba Pork Coun-
cil estimates that if we meet our target 
for new barn construction, it could add 
more than $150 million to Manitoba’s 
farm cash receipts. 

Add to this the increasing demand 
for Manitoba-produced dairy and poul-
try, and it’s not hard to see why our 
livestock sector should be driving eco-
nomic growth in Manitoba over the 
next 10 years. 

Government can support this growth 
by removing regulatory barriers, as 
well as creating better income stability 
and risk management programs, so 
that producers have a reason to believe 
that there will be support in years 
when they face financial challenges. 

Fifth, we need to have improved road 
infrastructure in our rural communi-
ties. there are billions of dollars worth 
of roads and bridges that need replac-
ing — and farmers rely on this infra-
structure to get their products to mar-
ket. the government has committed to 
investing in infrastructure, but it needs 
to ensure those investments are tar-
geted to projects that support the eco-
nomic activity that happens in rural 
Manitoba. 

By no means is this a complete list of 
the issues that KAP and the Govern-
ment of Manitoba need to work on 
together. I’ll discuss more in the spring 
issue of Manitoba Farmers’ Voice. Mean-
while, I’m eager to hear from our 
members at our upcoming annual 
meeting on what your priorities are, 
and how you’d like KAP to help achieve 
positive outcomes for farmers in Mani-
toba.  FV

GM’S MESSAGE

Ways to make Manitoba  
“most improved” in agriculture
BY JAMES BATTERSHILL, KAP GENERAL MANAGER

The government has 
committed to investing 
in infrastructure, but 
it needs to ensure 
those investments are 
targeted to projects 
that support the 
economic activity 
that happens in rural 
Manitoba.
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Allan Martin
(204) 727-3337
wheatcityseeds@gmail.com
Box 74, Site 30, RR 2 . Brandon, Manitoba . R7A 5Y2

Phone: (204) 727-3337  Fax: (204) 729-0494

Cereals • Forage • Canola
soybeans • seed TreaTing

January 25 to 26, Delta Winnipeg

Featuring pre-meeting workshops 

KAP Annual Meeting

For more information on the annual meeting, including agenda,  
or for details on the workshops, visit www.kap.mb.ca. 
Or contact Chandra at the KAP office — 204-697-1140.

• Succession planning
Join Paul Craft — financial planner, chartered life underwriter, and 
succession planner extraordinaire — for a workshop on January 24, 9 a.m. 
at the Delta Winnipeg. Admission is free for all KAP members. Annual 
meeting delegates and non-delegates welcome.

• Social media
Join Paulina Dudzinska, social media manager with The Co-operators, to 
learn about Twitter, Facebook and Instagram, and how to utilize social 
media platforms. The workshop takes place January 24 at 1 p.m. at the 
Delta Winnipeg. Admission is free for all KAP members. Annual meeting 
delegates and non-delegates welcome.



•	 If	you	are	a	young	or	beginning	farmer	in	Manitoba,	registration	is	complimentary.

•	 For	hotel	accommodation,	call	the	Delta	Winnipeg	Hotel	at	(204) 942-0551.

•	 Please	complete	the	registraton	form	below	and	return	to	KAP	before	January	16,	2017		

	 by	emailing	chandra.rempel@kap.mb.ca		or	faxing	(204) 697-1109.

Name: 

Address:

Phone:

Email:

I	am	a	young/beginning	farmer				❑	Yes				❑	No

I	am	a	member	of	industry/media/government	($150	registration	fee)				❑	Yes				❑	No

Manitoba Young Farmer Conference - Registration Form
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